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Subject:- Performance Standards for “Mechanisation of Berth no. 2 [Erstwhile 
Berth No. 3]” at Haldia Dock Complex, Syama Prasad Mookerjee Port, Kolkata” 
 

 
PERFORMANCE STANDARDS  

 
Schedule of Performance Standards for “Mechanisation of Berth no. 2 [Erstwhile Berth No. 3]” 
at Haldia Dock Complex, Syama Prasad Mookerjee Port, Kolkata” 
 
Gross Berth Output: 
 
The parameter deals with the productivity of the terminal (Gross Berth Output) for different types of 
cargo. In case of coal/ coke/ limestone/ other dry bulk cargo, the capability of the terminal 
(mechanization, method of handling) and parcel size will determine the Gross Berth Output. Higher 
terminal capability and greater parcel size will lead to high productivity. The Gross Berth Output shall 
be calculated by taking the total cargo unloaded from the ships during a month in the terminal divided 
by the net total number of working days of all the ships in that month at that terminal and multiplying 
the quotient by 24.  The net working days of all the ships shall be determined by substracting 4 hours 
per shift from the total hours spent by all the ships at the terminal in the month in question.  While 
calculating the hours spent by the ship at the terminal, the time spent by the Ship at the terminal 
beyond ship declaring it’s readiness to sell shall be ignored.  Further, the vessels which 
complete her cargo work in a month shall be considered for calculation of the gross berth 
productivity of the month.  The formula is as follows: 
 

 
Gross Berth Output = 
 

 
Total cargo unloaded from the ship during the month in the Terminal 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Networking hours 
 

 
X 24 

 
 
The norms of Gross Berth Output for Coal/ Coke, Limestone and other Dry Bulk Cargoes are as follows; 

 Gross Berth Output for the Panamax Vessels or higher size vessels – 20,000 MT per Day  

 Gross Berth Output for the Handymax / Supramax Vessels – 20,000 MT per Day 
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